Absolute
NPK

Outfield, Fairway & Racecourse Fertiliser

Absolute

NPK

15.5.20 + 2Mgo

What is Absolute NPK

Ideal for use on turf
that has heavy wear

Absolute NPK is a conventional release, high potash fertiliser
that produces strong growth, good appearance and toughness
with superior wear quality, just when you need it.

High potash content
toughens the sward for
superior wear quality

Absolute NPK’s perfect balance of nutrients make it an ideal
choice for outfield sports turf and racecourses. It can be used
throughout the growing season.

Low phosphate to
discourage weed
grass invasion

Absolute NPK can also be used as a top dressing on
ornamental beds and borders.

Why use Absolute NPK?

Flexible application rates

Turf that gets regular heavy wear needs a good recovery
system to encourage the grass to grow back quickly and
strongly.

Rapid granule breakdown
provides fast response

Absolute NPK provides the right level of nutrition to facilitate
these repairs. The addition of magnesium aids plant growth
and helps ensure good colour even on light soils.

Nutrient comparison

Contains vital trace elements

Application Guidelines

12 bags of Absolute NPK provides the same amount of
nitrogen as 20 bags of standard 9.7.7. fertiliser but with under
half the phosphate and double the potash, plus magnesium.
Product comparison on Kg/ha

Apply at a rate of 20 - 40g/m2 using a suitable calibrated
spreader. If no rain falls during the 48 hours after application,
irrigate the treated area thoroughly.
Do not apply in frosty weather or hot, dry conditions.
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Product Information
Pack Size:
Composition:
Application Rate:
Pack Coverage:
Pallet Quantity

20kg
15.5.20 + 2 MgO
20 - 40g/m2
500 - 1000m2
50 x 20kg
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